
Ansteorra ILoI dated 2014-02-28 

Welcome to the April ILoI. As Star recently mentioned, my warrant is about to expire. 

Therefore, my office is open for applications. If you are interested in applying or have 

an questions about what the duties of the office entail, please don't hesitate to contact 

me at asterisk@herald.ansteorra.org. 

 

1: Andreas von Meißen - New 

Badge  

OSCAR finds the name registered 

exactly as it appears in December of 

2007, via the Middle 

(Fieldless) A frauenadler Or 

Submitted through Elfsea 

 

 

2: Cathal Finn Ó Briain - Resub 

Appeal of Kingdom Return of 

Badge  

OSCAR finds the name registered 

exactly as it appears in November of 

2006, via Ansteorra 

(Fieldless) A mascle gyronny sable and argent. 

Submitted through Elfsea 

Previous Badge Submission comments: 

Badge Comments: 

Juetta Copin at 2012-08-12 12:32:24 

This must be returned: 

"Therefore, a "shield shape" which is also a standard heraldic charge will be 

acceptable as as a fieldless badge in a plain tincture, as long as the tincture is not one 
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of the plain tinctures that is protected armory in the SCA. This explicitly overturns 

the precedent "We do not normally register fieldless badges consisting only of forms 

of armorial display, such as roundels, lozenges and delfs in plain tinctures, since in 

use the shape does not appear to be a charge, but rather the field itself" (LoAR 

January 1998). Note that this does not change our long-standing policy about such 

"shield shape" charges used in fieldless badges if the tincture is not plain (thus, 

divided or with a field treatment), or if the charge is itself charged. Such armory will 

continue to be returned for the appearance of an independent form of armorial 

display." (April '02) 

Daniel de Lincoln (Troll) at 2012-08-12 14:54:42 

Specifically, it's Solveig Throndardottir, badge, (Fieldless) A lozenge 

Or, http://heraldry.sca.org/loar/2002/04/02-04lar.html#30 - you can use View Source 

if you can parse the HTML to get the exact anchor. The full ruling gives the 

reasoning behind it. The most recent confirmation I find is Rydderch ap 

Morgan,http://heraldry.sca.org/loar/2011/01/11-01lar.html#283 , returning 

"(Fieldless) On a bezant ...". 

Also, there's another long-standing precedent that I find most recently in March 

2012, http://heraldry.sca.org/loar/2012/03/12-03lar.html#235 (View Source saves me 

much formatting here): 

Bloodstone, Canton of. Badge. (Fieldless) On a lozenge gules, a griffon's head 

contourny erased argent collared sable studded argent. 

... As a lozenge is considered a medium for heraldic display, this must also be 

considered as Gules, a griffin's head contourny erased argent collared sable studded 

argent. However, under this blazon this badge must be returned for conflict with the 

device of Orisin na Oir Claiomh, Vairy Or and vert, a griffin's head erased, facing 

sinister, argent, gorged of a collar azure, studded Or. There is one CD for the change 

of field, but nothing for the change of tincture only of the tertiary collar. 

I don't know why the return did not mention the problem of fieldless+display of 

armory. They are two separate reasons for return, as shown in many cases, such as 

Jehannete la Picarde, http://heraldry.sca.org/loar/2010/12/10-12lar.html#212 . 

So also return for appearance of presumption with the arms of Campbell, Duke of 

Argyll (Important non-SCA arms), Gyronny Or and 

sable.http://heraldry.sca.org/laurel/sena.html#A5F is Standards for Difference 

through a Single Substantial Change of Field for Field-Primary Armory. It has "If the 

field of a new field-primary submission has no tinctures in common with the field of 
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a protected piece of armory, they do not conflict. If a new submission with a field 

divided into two sections, three sections, quarterly, or per saltire has changed the 

tincture of each section of that field and each has at least one tincture on the field that 

the other does not, the two are substantially different and do not conflict." The 

examples clear Per pale azure and gules and Per pale gules and argent, but call 

conflict between Paly azure and gules and Paly gules and argent. Gyronny is not one 

of the four specified division types. 

DCs don't help either. http://heraldry.sca.org/laurel/sena.html#A5G1a has the DC-

counting rules for the field (like RfS X.4.a). "If the tincture of at least half the field is 

changed, the fields will be considered different enough to be a distinct change (DC). 

There is a distinct change for swapping or rotating the tinctures of a field evenly 

divided into two, three, or four parts. There is not a distinct change for swapping the 

tinctures of a field divided into more than four parts." So one DC for changing Or to 

sable and changing sable to argent, but there are no others. 

Just in case: the SCA does not recognize a letter of permission to conflict with real-

world names and armory, even if you could get a positive response from Inveraray 

Castle, because the actual cause for return is presumption, not conflict. 

See http://heraldry.sca.org/laurel/sena.html#A6D , "If a submission is too close to the 

protected armory of a person or entity outside the SCA who is considered quite 

important by many people within and outside the Society, it presumes on that armory 

and may not be registered.... Armory that is protected from presumption is protected 

with the same standards as conflict for SCA-registered armory." and look up Norrey 

Acadamie of Armorie, most recently in the 12/92 returns, where Norroy and Ulster 

King of Arms's LoPtC was rejected and one cause of return was presumption. 

Andreas von Meißen (Nautilus) at 2012-08-20 21:03:06 

So, no dice here? I'll contact the submitter. 

Aryanhwy merch Catmael (Sans Repose) at 2012-09-06 04:11:40 

Campbell, Duke of Argyll, is the only conflict I see. 
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3: Gróa Úlfsdottir - New Name & 

New Device  

Quarterly arrondi azure and vert, an 

orle argent 

No major changes. 

Language most important. 

Culture (c late 970s ce Norway) most important. 

Submitted through Bryn Gwlad 

Gróa: "Old Norse Name," Geirr Bassi Haraldsson, p.10 

Úlfsdottir: Úlf: "Old Norse Name," Geirr Bassi Haraldsson, p15 

female patronymic surname formation: "Old Norse Name," Geirr Bassi Haraldsson, 

p.17 

Submitted through Bryn Gwlad 

 

 

4: Gróa Úlfsdottir - New Badge  

OSCAR is unable to find the name, 

either registered or submitted. 

(Fieldless) On a tortoise argent an 

annulet of six Or and gules 

Submitted through Bryn Gwlad 
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5: Johannes Günther - New Name  

& New Device  

Please consider the following 

possible conflicts identified by 

OSCAR (many will not be 

conflicts): James Gunther(2/1997) 

Chevronelly azure and argent, three phoenixes sable rising 

from flames proper 

Submitter desires a masculine name. 

No major changes. 

Meaning (John, son of Günther) most important. 

Submitted through Wiesenfeuer 

<Johannes> - German forename, 70 instances, dated between 1261 adn 1525 

(including 45 14th Century instances) in "Medieval German Given Names from 

Silesia: Men's Names" by Talan Gwynek (Brian M Scott, http://www.s-

gabriel.org/names/talan/bahlow/bahlowMasc.html). Copies attached. 

<Günther> - German forename used as an unmarked patronymic byname. Dated 

1401-1450 in "Late Period German Masculine Given Names from 15th Century 

Plauen" by Talan Gwynek (Brian M Scott, http://www.s-

gabriel.org/names/talan/germmasc/plauen15.html). Copies Attached 

SENA Appendix A states that German patronymics are generally unmarked, and 

gives [Given] + [Byname] as an attested naming pattern in German. 

Submitted through Wiesenfeuer 

The above submission has images. To view them, see the URLs below: 
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#3  https://oscar.sca.org/showimage.php?I=529/2014-03-01/11-12-21_Name_-

_Johannes4.jpg  

 

 

6: Kalista Zvereva Rostova - New 

Name  & New Device  

Sable, a chimera rampant argent 

Submitter desires a feminine name. 

Sound most important. 

Language most important. 

Culture (Russian) most important. 

Submitted through Elfsea 

<Kalista> - Russian (Christian) feminine forename. Found in "A Dictionary of Period 

Russian Names" by Paul Wickenden of Thanet 

(http://heraldry.sca.org/names/paul/ka.html, a no-photocopy source), the name of a 

martyr who died circa 300 AD. 

<Zvereva> - Russian patronymic byname. Wickenden gives <Zverev> as a 

(masculine) patronumic from of <Zev'> 

("beast",http://heraldry.sca.org/names/paul/z.html, a no photocopy source), 

<Zvereva> is the feminine form. 

<Rostova> - Russian locative byname. "Locative Bynames in Medieval Russia" by 

Paul Wickenden of Thanet (http://heraldry.sca.org/names/toprus.html, a no-photocpy 

source) lists it as a Type III ("Patronymic") form, meaning roughly "daughter of 

Rostov". This article states that <Rostov> is the period name of the city, and while 

not specifically attested, this name follows a document construction pattern in the 

article, as shown by the examples of "Kazan" --> <Kazanovich> (1565>, "Kiev" --> 

<Kievich> (1561), "Moskva" --> <Moskovich> (1552), "Odoev" --> <Odoevich> 

(1592), "Rezan"/"Riazan" --> <Rezanovich>(1430), <Riazanovich>(1403), 

<Riazanovich'> (1450). The suffix <-vich> is one fo the male patronymic markers, 

for which the feminine form is <-va>. The above locative forms ending in <-vich> 

indicate that a feminine form ending in <-va> is plausible. It is also a plausible 

construction for an unmarked Type II ("Noun") locative byname, as "Rostova" is the 

genitive form of "Rostov". 
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SENA Appendix A allows double bynames are allowed in East Slavic languates, and 

refers to Wickenden's "A dictionary of Period Russian Names" for more detailed 

information; Wickenden states that <Forename> - <Patronymic> - <Byname> is one 

of many attested patterns in Russia. 

Submitted through Elfsea 

 

 

7: Kite von Nürnberg - Resub 

Device  

OSCAR finds the name registered 

exactly as it appears in August of 

2013, via Ansteorra 

Per pale vert and azure, on a mascle 

throughout argent, a mascle per pale azure and vert 

Submitted through Loch Soilleir 

Previous Submission Comments: 

Aryanhwy merch Catmael (Albion) at 2013-05-17 03:19:40 

No conflicts found. 

Emma de Fetherstan (Wreath) at 2013-05-18 09:59:10 

As much as the thought makes me vaguely queasy, someone please conflict check 

this as "Argent vetu (spelled properly) vert, a lozenge vert within a mascle azure" 

Jeanne Marie Lacroix (Dolphin) at 2013-05-18 12:09:03 

Checked. No conflicts found as a mascle or a lozenge. 

Yehuda ben Moshe (Elmet) at 2013-05-18 12:14:35 

Does this also need to be checked against Vert, a mascle azure fimbriated argent? 
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I don't know whether fimbriation counts for difference, but if it does not, there is a 

conflict with: 

Aureliane Rioghail (Oct 1982, Ansteorra): (Fieldless) A mascle azure. 

Jeanne Marie Lacroix (Dolphin) at 2013-05-19 23:15:26 

Fimbriation doesn't count for difference. Unfortunately, I think this may be a valid 

conflict call. Precedent: 

... the three following very dissimilar-sounding blazons can all be drawn identically, 

and thus should be considered heraldically equivalent: A lozenge Or charged with a 

lozenge gules, A lozenge Or voided gules, and A lozenge gules fimbriated Or. This 

heraldic equivalence will apply for any charge "simple enough to void" by the criteria 

stated in the Cover Letter for the November 1992 LoAR. When checking for conflict 

with armory using fimbriation or voiding, all these interpretations should be 

considered when checking for conflict, and if one of the interpretations conflicts, the 

two pieces of armory conflict. This does not seem overly restrictive when one 

considers the rarity of armory in period featuring voided or fimbriated charges, or 

arms with the design of A "charge" charged with "the same type of charge". These 

are very uncommon designs in period. Period viewers probably had the same sorts of 

problems that we have when interpreting such designs. 

Note that charges which are voided by definition are generally given one CD from 

their solid equivalents: mascles are given a CD from lozenges, and annulets are given 

a CD from roundels. If one interpreted these charges as voided, fimbriated, or 

charged charges, the guidelines above would also give exactly one CD between them. 

Comparing Azure, a lozenge Or vs. Azure, a lozenge Or charged with a lozenge 

azure: one CD, for adding a tertiary charge. Azure, a lozenge Or vs. Azure, a lozenge 

Or voided azure: equivalent to the previous case of adding a tertiary charge. Azure, a 

lozenge Or vs. Azure, a lozenge azure fimbriated Or: one CD for changing the 

tincture of the lozenge from Or to azure, and no additional difference for removing 

the fimbriation. [Cecily of Whitehaven, 06/2002, R-Æthelmearc] 

The final example seems to be equivalent to this case. 

Sabine Berard at 2013-05-20 15:35:04 

I agree that this is a conflict. 

Aryanhwy merch Catmael (Albion) at 2013-05-20 00:32:02 
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Good catch. I missed that. I agree; this is a conflict, with one DC for the field but 

none for the fimbriation. 

Magnus von Lübeck at 2013-06-03 11:50:11 

Last trace I can find of Aureliane Rioghail was as a Laurel living in Dallas and hasn't 

been active since the early 90s. That was before my time in Ansteorra. 

Daniel de Lincoln (Troll) at 2013-06-03 13:37:49 

Yes, Aureliane did move to the Dallas area. The last contact I had with her was in the 

mid-1990s, and I don't recall how I found her, except that it was difficult. Maybe she 

kept in touch with Edwin FitzLloyd, who is currently back on the BoD? 

Alisoun MacCoul of Elphane (Metron Ariston) at 2013-07-09 04:37:09 

While the "fimbriation" here is awfully wide, being of the same width as the mascle, 

it is by Society precedents more or less interchangeable, as Dolphin has pointed out, 

with depictions blazoned similarly to this. 

So, yes, I think that that is a valid conflict call. 

 

 

8: Rixende de Rouen - New Badge  

OSCAR finds the name registered 

exactly as it appears in August of 

1995, via Meridies 

(Fieldless) A torch per pale azure 

and vert enflamed Or 

Submitted through Elfsea 
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9: Snorri Hallsson - New Badge  

OSCAR finds the name registered 

exactly as it appears in October of 

2003, via Ansteorra 

(Fieldless) An annulet gyronny of 

six Or and gules 

Submitted through Bryn Gwlad 

 

 

10: Tomás Ó Niallagán - New 

Badge  

OSCAR is unable to find the name, 

either registered or submitted. 

Per pale azure and vert, two torches 

Or. 

Submitted through Elfsea 

 

In service, 

HL Adalia vondemBerg 

 
OSCAR counts 3 Names, 4 Devices and 6 Badges. There are a total of 13 items 

submitted on this letter. 
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